Mother tongue by amy tan answer key

Summary of mother tongue by amy tan.
In order to continue enjoying our site, we ask that you confirm your identity as a human. Thank you very much for your cooperation. This Amy Tan "MOTHER TONGUE" BUNDLE [Suggested Uses, Posters, Argumentation Development, Discussion Questions, 2 exams/quizzes, Documentary, AP Language DCS Task Cards, VIDEO PROJECT, Writing a
Thesis Template, and more] provides students a chance to experience what happens when we appreciate our heritage and who was are. This academic essay allows students to read and analyze this canonized work about appreciating their culture and heritage. 10th - 12th Graders will love this short work and prPage 2Get your students excited about
poetry with this hands-on, interactive escape room. Students will work through five different classic poems (Robert Frost, Claude McKay, Amy Lowell, Georgia Douglas Johnson, and Edgar Guest). Using their knowledge of symbolism, rhyme scheme, repetition, figurative language, and metaphor, students will work to unlock clues to return missing
poets to their poems. The game ends when the winning team identifies which poet wrote each poem. The Poetry Escape Room incPage 3Classroom YES DAY Kit- End of Yearby Happy ”Yes Day” to you and your class. This is the perfect way to wrap up the end of the year together. Here’s how to prepare: On the day before your “Yes Day,” get your
class excited about it by reading the “Yes Day” book by Amy Krouse Rosenthal. After reading the story, begin brainstorming lists of realistic and unrealistic things that you could accomplish during a Yes Day that takes place at school. Give each student a slip of paper with the What Would You Like To Do At School? question at thGrades:Types:Mixed
Numbers & Improper Fractions On a Number Lineby This resource contains 11 scaffolded practice pages. Students get lots of practice transferring their understand of a visual fraction to an improper fraction or mixed number. From there, they get to practice transferring their understanding if the fractions to a number line representation.**All
FONTS from Amy Groesbeck **Her fonts are the best!! Be sure to checkout her store.***************************************************************************Customer Tips:How to get TPT credit to use on fStudent Binder Covers Editableby Editable Student Binder Covers! Fun and Colorful Design! These fully editable student binder covers are
perfect for keeping student papers organized at school or to take home. Edit in Microsoft PowerPoint. *Fonts used in examples: AG Momster, AG Multislacker, & AG Resting Teacher Face Solid sold by Amy Groesbeck (You can use any of your own fonts, but to have yours look like the examples, you will need to purchase these fonts separately.)You
may also like:Teacher Calendar Editable 2020-2021C32 Decodable Centers - EDITABLEby These 32 decodable centers are EDITABLE making it easy for you to practice any word list under the sun: CVC words, CVCe words, beginning digraph words, diphthongs, vowel teams... the sky really is the limit! "By far one of THE BEST Teachers Pay
Teachers purchases I have made!" -Amy H. "This is an awesome product that has made weekly centers and small groups a breeze for me! I love how easy it is to make specific games for groups of words!" -HARMONY H."This has to be one of the best things that IBucket Drumming Bundleby Want to purchase all of the Bucket Drumming resources?
Includes rhythmic elements quarter notes, eighth notes, sixteenth notes, and eighth-sixteenth combinations!This file includes all worksheets and presentations for:Bucket Drumming 101Bucket Drumming 102Bucket Drumming 103Bucket Drumming 104As always, your feedback and thoughts are extremely important to me! Please leave feedback and
ratings below!Thanks :)Cheers, AmyRooted in Reading Toolkit THE BUNDLEby This Reading Toolkit BUNDLE provides digital and printable resources for comprehension skills. Think of this as a Reading Comprehension Toolkit. These are activities that are NOT book specific or grade specific. Here are some of the things you'll find in our Reading
Comprehension Toolkits:Video mini-lessons of Katie and Amy teaching the skillDigital and Printable reading response activitiesDigital and Printable interactive anchor chartsDigital Interactive activities to practice the skillDigitFamous Artists // Bundleby 18 of history's most prominent artists, past and present, for you to decorate your classroom with,
add to your lessons or presentations _______The artists in this selection include: Andy WarholVincent Van GoghFrida KahloPablo PicassoYayoi KusamaSalvador DaliGeorgia O'KeeffeJean- Michel BasquiatLeonardo Da VinciClaude MonetKeith HaringFaith RinggoldAmy SheraldKehinde WileyHenri MatisseRomero BrittoJen StarkJacob LawrenceWayne
ThiebaudAlma Woodsey ThomasBisa ButlerDale ChihulyMary BlairRomare BearFemale Composers Clip Art Bundle {Educlips Clipart}by This is a collection of 3 sets of female composers.The images in each set are:Female Composers 1Hildegard Von BingenIsabella LeonardaJulia PerryLili BoulangerLouise FarrencMargaret BondsMarianna
MartinesNora HoltRebecca ClarkeShirley ThompsonTeresa CarrenoZenobia PowellFemale Composers 2The composers included in this set are:Amanda AldridgeAmy BeachAnna GoodwinBarbara StrozziCecile ChaminadeClara SchumannElizabeth Jacquet de la GuerreEthel SmythFanny MendelssohnFlorence PriceFrancesca CacciniGerThis bundle
contains 6 resources for teaching fractions and decimals. With number lines or other pictorial representations in all the products, they're great for building deep understanding. The bundle price is like getting one product FREE!!BE SURE TO VIEW THE PREVIEWS OF ALL OF THE RESOURCES!WHAT TEACHERS ARE SAYING... "This package is the
whole deal!" Amy R. "I love the activities in this bundle. My students have fun and they are reviewing fraction knowledge. It's great!" Anne V.Welcome Back Letter - Editable Syllabus Templateby This is a syllabus or back to school welcome letter that is completely editable in PowerPoint. You are getting the Black and White version as well as the
Green-Blue-Purple version. The fonts that I used (which I have personally paid for, you would have to do the same) are: Kimberly Geswein: KG Blank Space Solid Amy Groesbeck: Boss Lady However, you can always use any of your fonts that you currently have!Grades:Miss May's Editable Binder Coversby There's no better feeling than feeling
organized. These Meloheadz style binder covers are editable. This way you can add whatever text you would like to help you become more organized.You are getting 44 editable covers and 1 inch, 1.5 inch, and 2-inch editable spines.Enjoy creating and getting yourself organized with these adorable covers.Fonts used: Amy Groesbeck fontsAG That's
Not From MeAG Boss Lady((HUGS))Miss MayOne Fab TeacherSubjects:Bright Classroom - EDITABLE (The Bundle)by Creatively Teaching First This product contains all four of my Bright Classroom Organization products. Please see below and check out the preview for everything included! Classroom Labels:In this product you will find three
different label sizes. I have provided ready to print labels, as well as editable labels to fit YOUR needs! All ready to print labels are typed with front from Amy Groesbeck. If you would like to use the font I used, you will have to purchase your license. However, you will be able to edit using anyPage 4Poetry Terms Bookmarks: Remind students of the
most common poetry terms with these handy bookmarks. Terms include: alliteration, hyperbole, metaphor, onomatopoeia, personification, rhyme, simile, and stanza. Includes a simple definition plus an example from a poem and/or a song to demonstrate the device. This IS included in my mega bundle: ALL of my POETRY RESOURCES GROWING
BUNDLE. Poets quoted include Theodore Roethke, Langston Hughes, Maya Angelou, and Amy Lowell. Musical artists include BoPage 5This Energy Game Board is a companion piece to my popular Energy Posters.Questions in this game cover potential energy, kinetic energy, gravitational potential energy, chemical potential energy, elastic potential
energy, chemical energy, nuclear energy, electrical energy, light energy, sound energy, mechanical energy, thermal energy, and energy transformations.You will get the following:pg. 3-4: game boardpg. 5-10: game cards pg. 11: answer sheet and game markerspg. 12: teacher directionspg.Page 6This product is 100% in Spanish!This item includes 162
flashcards! It includes the vowels and Spanish syllables (ma, me, mi, mo, mu, pa, pe, pi po, pu, etc), y también las sílabas trabadas (bra, bre, bri, bro, bru, gla, gle, gli, glo, glu, etc.)It also includes the syllable strips (see picture above).You can print them on colored cardstock to last longer!BONUS: Larger flashcards have been recently to this
product!Visit my store, Biliteracy Now, for all your Spanish needs!FOLLOW ME for updates onPage 7Making sure students feel represented in culture, gender, race, religion, and family structures is so important! This bundle is just what you need to integrate some books into your lessons that also celebrate diversity and help your students see
themselves in the story. You'll receive mentor sentences, interactive language arts activities, vocabulary activities, as well as Common Core aligned lesson ideas, activities, graphic organizers, and writing prompts for 10 of your favorite mentor texts tPage 8It's that time of year where students just start to lose focus. Things that motivated them before,
just don't compete with elves, snow, snowmen, presents, snow, Christmas trees, and Santa. That's why you need this phonics bundle to keep them learning during the craziest month of the year! You will find this winter phonics bundle highly motivating, engaging, and easy to differentiate for all of your students! Plus the super cute graphics and
amazing games will keep their interest.Here are allPage 9Looking for ADORABLE Morning Tubs for Preschool or Kindergarten?These Back to School Morning Tubs for November make learning ridiculously fun.Find the February Tubs here.This fun set of interactive morning tub activities is great for hands-on, independent work, and learning. This one
is based on themes like turkeys, acorns, and pie.The tubs are great for building teamwork at a group table and are packed with fun fine motor skills and sorting in addition to numbers, counting, letters, shapes, andPage 10Integrate Social Studies into your ELA block with these informational texts about Native American cultures and areas. Students
will read about the location, food, homes, roles of men and women, and cultural traditions of the following 7 Native American cultural regions of the United States: Eastern Woodlands, Southeast, Great Plains, Southwest, Plateau, Northwest Coast, California Intermountain. Product includes:8 informational textsNative American cultural regions map7
Worksheets with text dePage 11Decodables !! This product order is for a digital, printable collection of over 80 mini decodable booklets or decodable readers ☀ warm weather themed ☀ (perfect for spring and summer, early fall), including:-26 Alphabet Books &-55 Phonics Decodables speciﬁcally targeting CV and CV words, CVC words, CVCe words,
Digraphs, Diphthongs, Beginning Blends, Final Blends, Hard & Soft C & G, Bossy R Words, and at least 18 mini books with Vowel Teams single-sided, and.. printable in eitherPage 12This Common Core Math VERTICAL ALIGNMENT Summary was created to be used as a tool for classroom teachers, specialists, professional development teams,
support staff and TpT sellers. Every grade level (K-5) is represented on each of 5 pages. Each page details key concepts from a different domain (Operations and Algebraic Thinking, Number and Operations in Base Ten, Number and Operations - Fractions, Geometry, Measurement and Data). Not only will this tool help you to know what the standards
arPage 13This is a great way to review reading fluency, phonics, comprehension, and phonemic awareness skills for the end of the school year!Build phonics, phonemic awareness, concepts of print and early literacy skills with Nursery Rhymes. Activities include first sound, middle sound, ending sound, segmenting, blending, rhyming, sequencing,
retelling, and much much more. This bundle is HUGE it includes 10 Nursery Rhymes!Each pack has:3 copies of the rhyme in poem formThe rhyme in booklet formRetell pPage 14My students needed something to help them stay focused during their writing time as well as some tools to improve their writing! So I created this Writing Office for
students to place at their desk as a "mini office" to help them be better writers! This is a great tool for students to have during writer's workshop, independent writing time, reader's workshop or anytime that involves writing! :) All you need to put together the offices are 2 file folders of any kind (manilla ones work just fine!)Easter Gift Tags {Black &
White}by Are you giving out gifts to your students for Easter, or maybe even the end of Term 1 (Australia)? These gifts tags are black and white so you can print them on to whichever coloured paper you'd like! There are FOUR options so you can choose which one you like most.Don’t forget to receive TPT credits to use on your purchases! Not sure
how to?Firstly, go to your My Purchases page. Next to each purchase you'll see a 'Provide Feedback' button, click it and you will be directed to a page where you cGrades:0Earth Day Activitiesby Earth Day Activities for PreschoolThis fun preschool theme is all about Earth Day. This activities pack includes 16 interactive centers or charts and 15 black
and white printable worksheets. These centers are hands-on, playbased ways to learn using an Earth Day Theme.SAVE $$! - GET THE BUNDLEPreschool Units - Growing Bundle #2YOU MAY ALSO LIKEBack to School Preschool UnitHere is a list of the centers included in this Earth Day Activities Preschool Pack:Sight Words Earth Day StampingEarth
Day LetSolve to Create is an engaging way for students to solve word problems. Students get into 6 groups. They have 6 word problems to solve. As they are solving word problems correctly, they are earning the parts of a rainbow! Once students have solved all six word problems, they will have all of the pieces they need to create their very own
rainbow. We have created word problems within the unit for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd grades. AND there is an editable powerpoint so you can type in your own word problem5 Senses Activitiesby 5 SensesThis is a fun set of hands on centers and worksheets to learn all about the 5 Senses. The activities pack includes 16 interactive centers or posters and 15
black and white printable worksheets. These centers work on recognizing and practicing using the 5 Senses.SAVE $$! - GET THE BUNDLEPreschool Units - Growing Bundle #2YOU MAY ALSO LIKEBack to School Preschool UnitHere is a list of the centers included in this 5 Senses for Preschool Pack:Sense of Taste Tongue CraftTaste and Record
StatiThis is a fun ice breaker activity to get to know your students! Have fun and build relationships that will set the tone of your classroom for the entire year. Build connections and learn the likes and dislikes of your students.There are three types of questions to promote different discussions, asked in a variety of ways and practice different skills.
These are fun, interactive and engaging. INCLUDED:yes/ no questionswould you ratheropen ended questionsThe open ended questions have a sentencSubjects:Writing Our Memories: A Memoir Unitby With this unit, I wanted to help my students move from narrative writing to a more personal, inward exploration through words. Memoir writing is
great because it engages the writer where he or she is and our pasts are ripe for searching out ideas. Memoir writing also fits within the Common Core standards and will still help prepare students for narrative writing or personal writing found on high-stakes tests. However, this writing felt very authentic to my students, and they absolutely
lovePreschool Construction Themeby Preschool Construction ThemeGet this adorable Preschool Construction Theme, and have SO much fun learning. The activities pack includes 16 interactive centers and 15 black and white printable worksheets. These centers are hands-on and play-based. Kids will get to do math, letters, counting, patterns and
more with fun construction themed activities.SAVE $$! - GET THE BUNDLEPreschool Units - Growing Bundle #2YOU MAY ALSO LIKEBack to School Preschool UnitHere is a list of the centers included in thDental Health Activitiesby Dental Health Activities for Preschool or KindergartenThis cute Dental Health Activities Unit includes 16 interactive
centers and 15 black and white printable worksheets. The centers work on Letter Recognition, Number Recognition, Counting, Tracing, Colors, patterns and more.SAVE $$ - Buy the GROWING BUNDLE of PRESCHOOL UNITS TodayYOU MAY ALSO LIKEFEBRUARY PRESCHOOL WORKSHEETSHere is a list of the centers included in this Preschool
Dental Health Activities set:Dental Health Centers:Tooth Brush CIntegers Introduction Sixth Grade Mathby Are you ready to introduce your students to integers? This packet of integer resources is perfect for introducing, practicing, and assessing positive and negative numbers, absolute value, opposites, comparing integers and ordering integers. The
packet is fully aligned to both Common Core State Standards and TEKS for sixth grade math. Low ink, low prep resources include:Printable Practice SheetsIntroduction to Integers: Representing real-world situations using integersOpposite IntegersAbsolute VaPage 15Games and activities to give your students practice reading REALLY BIG words.
The words in this packet are multisyllabic, and follow the CCVCCVCC, CCVCCVC, CVCCVCC, VCCVCC patterns. Both blends and digraphs are included. These activities are great for interventions, and centers! What you get:A Card Game: To Play: Players will take turns picking a card and reading the word. If a special card is drawn, follow the
directions on the card. (lose a turn, go again) The game is over when the cardPage 16This set of ending letter sound printables and picture cards includes worksheets to help students practice letter-sound correspondence and identify ending sounds. Several different variations are included to provided students with repeated practice to help increase
their speed and accuracy. The following ending letters are included:Consonants: b, d, f, g, k, l, m, n, p, r, s, t & xVowels: a (short), o (long) & y (long i & e sounds)*BEST VALUE* Click Here to SAVE with the BeginningPage 17This poster, map and interactive notebook INB set covers covers the early American settlements of Santa Fe, St. Augustine,
Roanoke Island, Jamestown, Plymouth and Quebec as well as the original 13 colonies.You will get the following:pg. 3: Poster of Early European Settlements (Santa Fe, St. Augustine, Roanoke Island, Jamestown, Plymouth, and Quebec)pg. 4: Map of Early European Settlements where students can map where each settlement was.pg. 5-12: Posters of 13
Coloniespg. 13: Map page for studPage 18Hang in there, you can make it! Summer is coming, and this can help get you there. Full of end of the year gifts, review activities, summer packets, summer homework, activities for summer school, and phonics games, activities, and worksheets great for the last week of school!It is full of lots of review games,
a memory book, and printables to send home over the summer. To buy all the products individually it would cost $25.50. This is a HUGE savings. My students LOVED all of these activitiePage 19Natural disasters are naturally exciting for students. Compound that excitement with these intriguing agamograph activities that will have students rocking
back-and-forth to watch the images morph from one to the other.13 sets of templates focus on a variety of natural disasters—avalanche, blizzard, drought, earthquake, flood, hurricane, landslide, meteor, pestilence, tornado, tsunami, volcano, and wildfire. Plus there are two BONUS agamographs that depict Cyclones and Bush Fires (which is
whatPage 20This objective board kit includes everything you’ll need to inform students of their learning goals and objectives throughout the week! All header and template cards are editable! To customize, click inside the prexisting text box and type! **The overall layout and graphics are locked and cannot be edited.**Each template is available in
TWO VERSIONS: (1) PREMADE TITLES: Objectives, "I can," Essential Question, Reading, Writing, Spelling, Math, Science, Social Studies and (2) BLANK TITLES: allowPage 21Do you want to teach your students to analyze an author's craft, but don't quite know where to start? This 36-slide PowerPoint is the perfect starting place! After explaining
what is meant by "author's craft", I focused on six techniques used by authors, including imagery, voice, figurative language, analogy, sentence fluency, and interesting use of language. In all, students will analyze twenty-one book excerpts, and make judgments about how an author crafted a particular sentence, paragraph, oPage 22This poster and
interactive notebook (INB) set includes posters covering bar graphs, double line graph, pictographs, picture graph, line graphs, double line graph, circle graphs, frequency tables, sector graph, stem and leaf plots, histograms, dot plots, and box and whisker plots. This set also includes 6 different foldable interactive notebook (INB) pages for students
to take notes as well as a page for making note of the parts of a graph.Google Drive version of the posters have been added to tPage 23Preschool Activities Binder - JuneLooking for fun, interactive Preschool Activities that are ready to go in minutes? Just print the pages and slide them into sheet protectors for simple, easy, ready-to-go learning.This
Preschool Activities Binder for June is packed with hands-on, interactive learning skills for preschool.Kids will get to work on the Alphabet, Counting, Colors, Shapes, Measurement, and Fine Motor Skills all in fun summer themes.Get the Numbers 1-10 - Math Activities for PreschoolPage 24Weather CentersLooking for fun, interactive Weather Centers
that are ready to go in minutes? Just print the pages and slide them into sheet protectors for simple, easy, ready-to-go learning.These binders are great for individual centers or at-home learning.This Weather Centers Binder is packed with hands-on, interactive learning skills for preschool.Kids will get to work on the Alphabet, Counting, Colors,
Shapes, Measurement, and Fine Motor Skills all in fun Christmas themes.Here are some of thePage 25Easter Activities Preschool Looking for fun, interactive Easter Activities that are ready to go in minutes? Just print the pages and slide them into sheet protectors for simple, easy, ready-to-go learning.These binders are great for individual centers or
at-home learning.This Easter Activities Binder is packed with hands-on, interactive learning skills for preschool.Kids will get to work on the Alphabet, Counting, Colors, Shapes, Measurement, and Fine Motor Skills all in fun Christmas themes.HerPage 26Preschool Activities Binder - SuperheroLooking for fun, interactive Preschool Activities for
Superhero's that are ready to go in minutes? Just print the pages and slide them into sheet protectors for simple, easy, ready-to-go learning.These binders are great for individual centers or at-home learning.This Preschool Activities Binder for Superhero's is packed with hands-on, interactive learning skills for preschool.Kids will get to work on the
Alphabet, Counting, Colors, Shapes, Measurement, and
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